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Theme: Trust God instead of being anxious about wealth
and rest secure in His provision by putting kingdom
priorities first.
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Where’s Your Heart?
Answers: Ravens, Lilies, worldly, heavenly
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1.

Read vv.22-34 and underline the number of times
the words “anxious” or “fear” appear in the text.
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2.

The “therefore” of v.22 hearkens us back to the
previous section in particular v.15. What’s the
similar theme between the story of the rich fool and
our text this week?
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3.

According to vv.22-34, list some reasons why worry
is unnecessary. How does worry dishonor God?
See also Matthew 6:24
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Read 12:32.What does it mean that our Father has
given us the kingdom? Why do you think Jesus
inserts this assurance here?
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The command in 12:33 can be shocking. Is it
hyperbole? How do we attempt to dilute its force?
Does it constitute a vow of poverty? If not why not?
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Read 12:29-31. What did Jesus mean by “Instead
seek His kingdom”? Instead of what? Write down at
least one specific way you can seek God’s kingdom
this week. What is the promise associated with this
verse?
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